
Yorkshire League Div. 6                     Brighouse B 9 Ilkley D 11                     12th Nov. 2017 

On a sunny day which felt like the first day of winter, we played our second successive match against 

promoted teams, hoping for more success than in our previous defeat to Leeds E. 

We started well enough on the first board with Neil & George defeating 5S-2 when all other pairs 

made 10, 11 or 12 tricks in 4S (+11 imps) but lost 13 imps on Board 3 when only one opponent bid 

the making slam in 6H. No other board had a swing of more than 2 imps either way, although just one 

pair from each team bid game on Board 4, whilst Board 7 contained a curious contract of 2DX making 

with two overtricks against Val & Ann, which normally would be disastrous but in this instance all other 

pairs made a vulnerable game in either 3NT or 5C, so we actually gained one imp on the board! On 

two of the four tables all contracts on Boards 1-7 yielded game scores.  

From + 1 imp after the first round we unfortunately had our worst round next, losing this by 17 imps for 

a 16-imp deficit at the interval. This was despite two good boards, nos. 10 and 16, where Christine & 

Les profited from their opponents going for a non-making slam (biddable but going off with AD 

followed by a Diamond ruff) and then getting 5S one off when 4S made 12, 5S made 11 and 5C made 

12 elsewhere (+13 and +11 imps). We were undone on Board 12, with one of our E-W pairs not 

bidding the slam (-10 imps), Board 13 with both our E-W pairs failing in 3NT, both opponents settling 

for 3D (-11 imps) and Board 15 where one of our N-S pairs failed to bid game in either 5D or 4H (-11 

imps).  

After an excellent tea (well done, Huddersfield Golf Club), we reduced the deficit slightly, by 3 imps, to 

go into the last round still 13 imps adrift. Our best board was no. 18, when both our E-W pairs made 

game in 4S or 4H, Christine & Les getting their opponents one off and Val & Ann also keeping their 

opponents to 9 tricks in 3H (+13 imps). One pair from each team settled for 3NT on Board 19, making 

11, but Chris & Pauline failed in 6H-3 and the other opposing pair tried 6NT-1 (-5 imps). Ironically, 6D 

would make on the AC lead. We lost another 9 imps on Board 21 when the same pair went for an 

over-ambitious 3NT, but gained 11 imps when they were the only pair to bid and make game on 

Board 24. They also profited from their opponents not bidding 3NT on Board 22 (+7 imps) but, along 

with Neil & George, bid too far into 3H-3 or 3S-3 on Board 23, losing another 9 imps. 

On the last round we pulled back another 6 imps to lose by 7 imps overall, a 9-11 defeat. On a round 

of very few fireworks Board 25 saw one pair from each team making game, Val & Ann went down in 

an over-ambitious 3NT-2 on Board 27 when all other pairs stayed in Diamonds (-6 imps), but we 

gained 7 imps on Board 26, mainly because Neil & George got their opponents two off in 3S. They 

were also the only pair to stay out of a failing 3NT on the last board, gaining us another 4 imps. 

Christine & Les were again our best pair on the day, largely through excellent defence, but all 

contributed to a reasonable overall performance. After two defeats we need to start improving soon, 

however, to try to pull away from the wrong end of the league table (currently 7th out of 8). 

 

BRIGHOUSE B PAIRS 1st ROUND 2nd ROUND 3rd ROUND 4th ROUND TOTAL 

Chris & Pauline +780 +380 +40 +540 +1740 

Val & Ann -1290 -1610 +70 -500 -3330 

Neil & George +1030 +380 +590 +400 +2400 

Christine & Les -670 +240 -330 -170 -930 

BRIGHOUSE B PAIRS SLAMS MADE / CONCEDED GAMES MADE / CONCEDED  

Chris & Pauline 0 1 11 5  

Val & Ann 0 1 7 7  

Neil & George 0 1 9 5  

Christine & Les 1 0 6 9  

 



 

 


